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Abstract. such processes in electric machines having sliding contacts as sparking and overheating can be the reason
of the deep electroerosive wear. Searching effective ways to reduce sparking has an obvious practical significance since it
extends the service life of the sliding contact in particular and service life of the electro-mechanic units in whole.
This article contains information about physical processes in the electrical sliding contact. The method of spark
suppression related to LC filters introduced to the electromagnetic brush circuits is considered, the device for spark
reducing is suggested. The calculations of the impact of the device for spark reducing on sparking and thermal processes
in the contact pairs are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electric sliding contact (SC) is widely used in
electric machines and apparatus for such purpose as
current transfer (both direct and alternating) from the
fixed contact points to the parts in motion.
When sliding contacts are applied in electric
machines, such processes as sparking and overheating
the contacts can be the reason of deep electroerosive
wear. These processes can be caused by several
factors. The main factors are the mechanic SC
contacting instability and the processes occurring in
the electromagnetic circuits of the SC, which cause
high-frequency overcurrents and overvoltages.
Searching effective ways to reduce sparking has
an obvious practical significance since it extends the
service life of the SC in particular and service life of
the electro-mechanic units in whole. One of the
effective
methods
of
spark
suppression
(electromagnetic
interference,
thermal
stress
reducing) in the SC is the method related to the
development of LC filters introduced to the
electromagnetic brush circuits. For example in the
works of I.V. Plokhov [1] the capacitance was
connected between one isolated brush on the slip ring
and the group of working brushes. The device was
developed for reducing sparking in sliding electric
contact units having slip rings and for applying in
turbo generators.
In the works of F.Veselka [2], [3] it was suggested
to use supplementary capacitance and inductance
couplings for the spark suppression by applying
electrically conductive film coatings to the surfaces
of each brush and brush holder (for the DC

commutator motor). Furthermore at the Electric Drive
and Automation Systems Department of Pskov State
University the modification of the construction of SC
unit was proposed. The modification includes adding
the inductive and capacitive elements to the
electromagnetic circuit of the SC. The device for
spark reducing (DSR) in the sliding electric contact
unit was patented [4].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Investigations of electric contacts thermal design
were began by R. Holm and continued by a number
of researches [5]-[8], these investigations consider the
particular cases of the SC thermal conductivity
boundary value problems. In the 70-s – 90-s a number
of scientific researches were devoted to in-depth
investigations of the physical dependences of the
electro-frictional interaction [8]-[11]. In these
investigations the attempts of mathematical
formulation of the nonstationary dynamic modes of
the electro-frictional interaction is given for the first
time.
The modern explanation of the physical processes
in the sliding electric contact is summarized to the
following. In the contact of two rough bodies the total
interface (sliding surface) is split into a number of
spots (α-spots). Therefore when the flow of energy
passes through this surface it has to overcome an
additional resistance caused by the violation of the
flow lines homogeneousness – it is called constriction
resistance. This resistance is summed with the
resistance of oxide films in general case. In addition
to this resistances there are some films consisted of
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of the contact deteriorate and the brush wear becomes
accelerated.
In the work of V.N. Zaboin [6] the solution of the
problem of the steady-state thermal balance was
proposed with a set of assumptions. Based on the
Kohlrausch-Holm equations for determining the
maximum temperature value in the homogeneous
linear conductor or fixed electric contact and the
Jaeger equation for calculating the maximum
temperature value on the surface of the heat source
moving along the semi-infinite surface [6], [7], the
expression for calculating the maximum temperature
inside the element having a lower thermal
conductivity in any contact pair was obtained. Having
used the calculation formula [6], one can obtain the
table of temperature and losses distributions for the
elements of different contact pairs. The values of the
maximum temperatures in the contacts of the
different brushes are given in the Table 1.

wear products on the contact surfaces, and this wear
products do not react chemically with the contact
material.
In the area of direct surface-to-surface mechanical
contact (transition layer) commutating occurs in hightemperature thermal spikes caused by the flow of the
electric current through the conductive α-spots (areas
of constriction of the electric current and of the heat
flow). Bad commutating can occur in an electric arc,
and then the areas of conductivity can be melted, if
the action is prolonged, it causes the significant
increase in the overall transition layer and brush
temperature. Thus it can be seen that there is more
significant heat release in the contact area in the
sparking brush in comparison with the brush without
sparking (Fig. 1).

ЭГ2АФ
(EG2AF)
(electrographite)

Table 1.
ЭГ2АФ
(EG2AF)
(electrographite)

МГСО
(MGSO)
(coppergraphite)

МГСО
(MGSO)
(coppergraphite)

Slip ring

Steel

Copper

Steel

Copper

Qmax, °C

513

122

300

72

Type of
brush

As can be seen from the table, for example, the
maximum temperature in the SC in the contact pair of
the brushes of ЭГ2АФ type and the steel slip rings
can reach 500 °C, which is close to the temperature of
the recrystallization of the contact pairs.
According to the Table 1, it is possible to
determine approximately the temperature ranges in
the contact area during the experiments.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A number of experiments at the Electric Drive
and Automation Systems Department of Pskov State
University
were conducted. The investigations
included the calculate of impact the device for spark
reducing (DSR) on sparking and thermal processes in
the contact pairs.
The experimental setup of turbogenerator
commutator having the contact pair: electro-graphite
brushes of ЭГ2АФ type – slip rings made of stainless
steel was used for the investigations mentioned
above. The device (Fig. 2) is basically the electric
capacitance 5 introduced between the electrically
connected in parallel brush groups 1 of one slip ring
of the sliding contact unit 3. Along with that, the first
brush group is connected with the power bus 4 and
the second brush group 2 is disconnected from the
power bus. Moreover the electrical capacitance
consists of two groups of the capacitors connected in
parallel, polar 7 and non-polar 6; the non-polar group
of the capacitors is connected directly to the circuit,
and the second capacitor group is connected via the
inductance 8. The diode 9 is connected between the

Fig.1. Thermograms during the experiment: a) for sparking brush
b) brush without sparking during the process. Thermograms testify
to a higher heating the contact area of the brush working with the
increased sparking

Due to the process of electric current passing the
constriction resistance, the Joule heat is released; in
addition to this heat there is a thermal power caused
by the friction between the bush and the slip ring.
Arcing has a significant impact on the heating
processes in the contact area.
In cases when the temperature of the contact
surface exceeds the softening point of the brush
material, the mechanical and electrical characteristics
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terminals of the polar capacitors group, and its anode
should be connected to the positive terminal of the
polar capacitors.

the area of the direct contact would be close to the
values in table. However it should be taken into
account that temperature of the short-term thermal
spikes occurring in the transition layer can be several
times higher than the average temperatures of the
working contact pair. It causes melting and
evaporating the brush material but there is no enough
time (because of the very short duration of the single
high-temperature spike) for heat transfer to the brush
body. It is also necessary to take into consideration
that the proportion of the heat losses removed from
the lateral brush surface is about a half of the total
losses in the contact [6].
In any case it can be concluded that if the
temperature gradients in the brushes are equal, the
contact surface of the brush having the worst
commutation reaches the steady state temperature
value, which is lower when the device for spark
reducing is connected.
In parallel with the experiments of temperature
dependences registering, the experiments of
registering the voltages between the working group of
brushes and the isolated brush for each temperature
point were conducted (Fig. 4).
U, V

Fig.2. The device for spark reducing in the sliding electric
contact unit [4].

Fig. 3 shows the curves of brushes heating
obtained from the experiments while working at the
sparking mode with or without using the DSR. The
visual observation showed that applying the DSR
allows to reduce sparking from 2 to 1 ¼ points.
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Fig.3. Anode brush and sparking cathode brush temperature
dependence on time with or without applying the DSR: 1 – cathode
brush, the DSR is turned off; 2 – cathode brush, the DSR is turned
on; 3 – anode brush, the DSR is not connected; 4 – anode brush,
the DSR is connected.

0
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375
Fig 4. Dependence of cathode brush voltage on time (at 5-th
minute) with or without applying the DSR: the DSR is turned on
(top graph), the DSR is turned off (bottom graph)

As can be seen from the graph, the sparking brush
heats up much slower and reaches the lower steady
state temperature when the device is turned on. As the
dependences were obtained at some distance from the
contact surface (at the slight distance value), the
values of the temperatures after recalculating it for

Analyzing the obtained dependencies it can be
concluded that the magnitude of the transition voltage
drop and the number of voltage spikes decrease due
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to the effect of the DSR on the thermal and
electromagnetic process.
Basically, the main interest is in obtaining high
quality dependence of the brush heating process near
the transition layer for the brush working in the
sliding electric contact unit of the turbogenerator
(when the current comparable to the rated turbo
generator current passes through the brush). The
temperature dependence clearly shows the significant
effect of the connected device for spark reducing on
the contact pair temperature state and on the
electromagnetic processes in the brush circuit
consequently.
It is worth emphasizing that the small
modification in the construction of the commutator
electromagnetic circuit results in reducing brush
sparking, decreasing the temperature of the sparking
brush contact surface and, consequently, in increasing
the service life of the brushes and the service life of
the electric machine commutator in general.
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